ADDITIONS

Session I  9:00am-11:00am

**Sparking an Interest in STEM**  
Erin Bailey – Display board [3A]

**Behavior Change: Personal Fitness and Nutrition**  
Flor Castaneda – Display board [60D]

**Common Workplace Disputes and Resolutions**  
Jennifer Hudak, Laura Harbert, Emma Coleman, Hayley Steele, Mitchell Newman - Display board [85D]

**The Portrayal of Psychotropic Drugs in Walt Disney Animated Classics Canon**  
Kimberly McComb – Display board [HONORS EASEL]

**Integrating Western and Indigenous Healing Principles**  
Rebecca Oakham – Display board [76C]

**Cannabinoids: Medicinal Marijuana vs. Pharmaceutical Medicine**  
Irma Trillo – Display board [118B]

**Fit Kids, Healthy Kids**  
Brianda Vargas, Martha Trujillo, Marisa Smestad – Display board [49D]

**Cats as Pets in Song Dynasty Painting**  
Katie Zhang – Display board [129D]

Session II  2:00pm-4:00pm

**Museums and the Community**  
Blythe Jones, Elena Blas – Display board [80C]

**Contemporary Industrial Design and Traditional Symbolism of a Chinese Super yacht**  
Gabrielle Mathew – Display board [125D]

**Science Writing and Public Outreach**  
Kailey Roberts – Display board [2D]

**Effects of Rapport-Building on Perceived Strength of Magic Illusions**  
Grant Satterthwaite – Display board [99B]

**Parenting Programs on the Navajo Reservation**  
Mariah Smiley – Display board [76D]

**Using electrolyte leakage testing to determine cold hardiness in southwestern white pines (Pinus strobiformis)**  
Tara Steadman – Display board [19 EASEL]

**Possible Infection of Leeches by Amphipod parasites at Montezuma Well, AZ**  
Lindsey Stolze - Display board [13A]

**Star Formation in the Tadpole Galaxy (UGC20124)**  
Nuria Wright-Garda – Display board [6C]
The Archeology of Weapons and Warfare
Liyi Zhang – Display board [73B]

Afternoon Session

Stage E 3:15pm-3:30pm - Oral Presentation
Fairness in Latina Families - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Gradi Moore

CHANGES

Session I  9:00am-11:00am

Self-Esteem, Self-Concept Clarity and Interpersonal Dependency
Rosemary Al-Kire, Christopher Romero, Marilu Montoya – Display board [104A] – moved to Session II, [60C]

An Event Related potential Investigation of Self/Other Discrimination
Taran DePaola, C. Chad Woodruff – Display board [97A] – move to Session II, [58D]

Reshaping Media’s Portrayal of Disability (added copresenter)
Lindsey Compton, Shea Shoemaker, Landon Wright – Display board [88C]

The Privatization of the Flagstaff Airport
Kyler Doan, Quinn Tanner - Display board [36B] – moved to Session II

The Dualistic Model of Passion: Professor Outcomes and Student Evaluations
Louis Irving, Gavin Parsons, Melissa Birkett, Ann Huffman – Display board [92D] – move to Session II, [58A]

Developing a Positive Transgender Identity: A Qualitative Study of Identity Development
Kaylynn Gray, Andrew Walters – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to [103C]

Archeology of Sexuality
MacKenzie King – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to [72D]

Sara Kuhn, Niya Davis – Display board [102B] – moved to Session II, [58B]

The Genius Behind Hip Hop
Jessica Mathiasz, Gabriella Nunnally, Corbin Jountti, Kaiah Eaton, Tylor Brown, Tiffany Onyenagubo, Manuel Apodaca – Display board [SBS EASEL] - moved to [91A]

Mathematics in Archaeology: An Integrative Approach to Mathematical Modeling in Archeology
Michael Mowery – Display board [72D] – moved to Session II, [56B]

An Ethnographic Approach to the Pleistocene in the Ukraine
Joshua Nowakowski – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to Session II, [56A]

A Systematic Review of Outcomes in Public Speaking Phobia: Efficacy of Virtual Reality Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Kyla Phoenix, Jael Harper – Display board [103C] – moved to Session II, [60A]

Behavior Change: Personal Fitness and Nutrition
Karely Ramirez – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to [79B]

A Systematic Review of the Available Empirical Research on the Efficacy of Behavioral Parent Training for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Session II  2:00pm-4:00pm

The Influence of Visual and Auditory Cue Salience on Iowa Gambling Task Performance
Ashley Averett, Trinity Frazee, Tiana Hans – Display board [97D] – moved to [59B]

Natural Remedies are Better For You
Tyanna Billy - Display board [76D] – moved to [56D]

Professor-Student Rapport, Perceived Autonomy Support, and Student Outcomes
Shelby Burton, Melikah Demir, Nora Dunbar – Display board [102B] – moved to [59D]

Business Relations: Ethics changed to Gender Diversity within the Franke College of Business
Connor Campbell, Tyler Eink – Display board [40D]

NAFTA and its Impacts on the United States and Mexico
Erin Comprosky – Display board [73B] – moved to [56C]

Working through Roommate Disagreements
Brianna DeBenedetto, Daniel Delgado, Danielle Treto, Ian Ross – Display board [85D] – moved to [57D]

San Diego Desalination Plant
Kyler Doan – Display board [FCB EASEL] – moved to [40C]

Witchcraft in Modern Day Africa
Amanda Fox – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to [79A]

Students’ Perceptions of Effective Study Strategies

Water Feasibility Analysis of Algae as a Bio-Fuel
Ryan Newland – Display board [FCB EASEL] – moved to [40B]

Re-Presentation of Gender: Persuasion of Medial Campaigns
Mackenzie Olson, Alexis Montano, Edward Horn – Display board [80C] – moved to 57B

Married Army Couples Program: Perceptions, Experiences, Impacts and Suggestions from Dual-Military Couples
(added coauthors)
Alicia Parrott, Mariana Bosch Y Gutierrez, Timothy Broom, Louis Herschel Irving, Miranda Stover, Victoria Van Puyvelde - Display board [100B]

Priming a Behavioral Freeze Response in Humans
Victoria Pocknell, Alexis Sanchez – Display board [93A] – moved to [58C]

What The Fall of Oil Prices Means for Angola
Stefan Rosic - Display board [63B] – moved to Session I

A Qualitative Review of Published Research on Electronic nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS): An Analysis of a Rapidly Expanding Literature
Lauren Ryan, Allie Jesssen, Ashley Hanlon – Display board [103C] – moved to [60B]

Effects of Rapport-Building on Perceived Strength of Magic Illusions
Grant Satterthwaite – Display board [95D] – moved to [99B]
Themes of Structural Violence and Struggles of Love in Northeastern Brazil
Alison Steinbacher – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to [81A]

A Systematic Review of the Efficacy of Prolonged Exposure Therapy on Veterans with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Madison Theis, Shayna Maniscalco – Display board [SBS EASEL] – moved to [102B]

Impacts on the Adjustment of International Students
Kiley Westby, Lawreca Jones, Chloe Hotman – Display board [81A] - moved to [57B]

Cue-based Differences in Memory Monitoring Accuracy
Emily Wilson, Crystal Reynolds – Display board [98D] – moved to [59C]

Morning Session
Skydome COE Table (added copresenters)
Why We Left
Corrine Jarnagin, Joy Hallett, Philip Rody

CANCELLATIONS

Session I 9:00am-11:00am

Gendered Media and its Influence on Our Lives
Jacqueline DeCross - Display board [91A]

How Loneliness Impacts the Lives of Individuals with an Intellectual Disability
Amber Farley – Display board [51B]

Implementation of Universal Design in the Classroom
Yasmin Khatoun – Display board [51D]

Paraprofessionals For Special Education - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Camille Klepacz - Display board [55D]

Electrospinning Proteins as a Method to Create Customizable Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering Applications
Jordan Muller – Display board [15A]

Hispanic Authors in the United States
Emily Smith - Display board [129D]

The Historical Cause of Overweight and Obesity Among American Indians and Alaska Natives
Kaydee Williams - Display board [76C]

Session II 2:00pm-4:00pm

Westernized Education in Nepal and its Influence on Societal Gender Roles
Margot Beauchamp – Display board [73B]

Is Conventional Landscaping More Efficient than Low Impact Landscaping?
Bryan Jagiello – Display board [6C]

Ecotourism Facility in Copper Canyon Mexico
Claudia Jurowski – Display board [40C]

Experiential Ecotourism in Copper Canyon Mexico
Claudia Jurowski – Display board [40B]
**Fairness in Latina Families**
Gradi Moore – Display board [53A]

**Chronic population-level exposure to estrogenic micropollutants selects for estrogen exposure resistance in a naturally occurring fish population**
Theresa Rizza – Display board [18A]

**Being LGBTQ at NAU**
Paige Steward – Display board [55C]

**Body Image in Hispanic and Latino/Latina College Students**
Brianda Vargas – Display board [99B]

---

**Afternoon Session**

Stage E 2:30pm-3:00pm - Oral Presentation
**Struggles and Strides of the LGBTQA Community** - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Joseph Mendoza, Zoe Brown, Christopher Kane

Stage E 3:00pm-3:15pm - Oral Presentation
**Through the Public Eye** - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Karely Rodriguez, Heather Hatcher, Emily Nelson, Kiersten Gaetano, Cristina Guerrero

Stage E 3:15pm-3:30pm - Oral Presentation
**Paraprofessionals For Special Education** - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Camille Klepacz

Stage E 3:30pm-3:45pm - Oral Presentation
**MR – Miseducated or Ridiculing** - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Abigail Shoenhair

Roundtable R3 2:00pm-2:25pm
**Restraint in the Classroom** - COE, Teaching and Learning; Educational Specialties
Chandler Jones

---

**CALL FOR SUBMISSION: Journal of Undergraduate Research & Creative Expression**

The Journal of Undergraduate Research & Creative Expression (JURCE) is a refereed, online journal published annually by NAU’s Office for Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity dedicated to the dissemination of outstanding scholarship by undergraduates from academic institutions of higher learning.

The journal welcomes the submission of research articles, fiction, poetry, photography, video, visual arts, and other creative works from all academic disciplines. Each submission must be the original work of at least one undergraduate student with at least one faculty mentor; the work may be submitted within one year of the student(s) graduation. See JURCE website for more information: [http://j.mp/JURCE](http://j.mp/JURCE)